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The Rivalry Between Heathrow and Gatwick Airports
By being the small island in a large ocean it is crucial for the United
Kingdom to be well connected. It has had the world’s largest port and
airports on its shores for the last 350 years. The trading connections have
literally put it at the center of the map. However, Britain’s status as a global
aviation hub is uncertain. Other major airports like Paris, Frankfurt,
Amsterdam and Dubai are all poised to overtake Heathrow (currently the
biggest airport) as the most important hub for international passengers in
the nearest future. The question which arises is how to maintain this status?
Read more

Airlines & Airports

Ryanair To Launch New Private Jet For Hire
Low-cost airline Ryanair has announced that it is set to launch its own
private jet charter. The Boeing 737-700 plane will be available for corporate
and group hire.
Read more
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Manufacturers

Pratt & Whitney PurePower Engines Complete First
A321neo Flight
Pratt & Whitney’s PurePower Geared Turbofan™ engines successfully
completed its first test flight on the Airbus A321neo. The PW1135G-JM
engine, a 35,000 thrust class engine, for the Airbus A321neo aircraft, is the
most powerful engine on the A321neo. Pratt & Whitney is a United
Technologies Corp. company.

Read more
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Regulations & Safety

EU Negotiations With China and Japan For New Safety
Agreements
Just three months after its adoption by the European Commission, the
Aviation Strategy is starting to deliver its first results. The 28 EU Member
States have authorised the European Commission to open negotiations with
China and Japan in view of concluding Bilateral Air Safety Agreements.

Read more
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Accidents

Iron Maiden’s Ed Force One Plane Badly Damaged on the
Runway
Iron Maiden’s Ed Force One plane has been badly damaged in an airport
collision while still on the ground – just weeks after leaving Cardiff to carry
the band on their world tour.

Read more

Helicopters

First Flight of AW109 Trekker Helicopter
Finmeccanica announced the maiden flight of the new AgustaWestland
AW109 Trekker light twin engine helicopter. A prototype aircraft took to the
air for the first time today at the Helicopter Division’s Cascina Costa facility
(Italy), flown by pilots Giuseppe Afruni and Giuseppe Segreto.
Read more
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MRO
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Aviation Training
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